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Introduction
Great presentation skills are almost a prerequisite for success in life. You never know when
you are going to need them or what you may have to ‘pull out of your bag of tricks’ at short
notice.
This book contains years of experience and tips from the thousands of presentations I have
made.
The techniques in the book range from beginner to very advanced. I suggest you choose one
or two techniques to start with and when you have honed them, move onto the next technique
you want to perfect. Keep in mind that we never reach perfection and every time we give a
presentation we learn something new about presenting (and sometimes humanity).
Warmest wishes

Petris Lapis
Petris Lapis
Director, Petris Lapis Pty Ltd
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

W

e have all been to presentations that we have
loved and presentations we haven’t. My aim as
a speaker is to grow every time I present and
to gain more of the skills that speakers I love have. That’s why
I spend time watching what other presenters do and why
we’re going to start by looking at things people have identified
as present in the world’s best speakers and absent from the
others.

The World’s Best Presenters
The world’s best presenters all have some things in common that they do well. They tend to:











Use metaphors and tell stories to get
their message across (Chapter 7)
Use similar body movements known as
archetypal body movements so
audiences intuitively understand the
message (Chapter 9)
Be aware of how the audience is
responding moment by moment to what
they are doing
Have variety in their voice, rhythm,
body movements and tonality when
they are speaking (Chapter 9)
Move naturally around the stage








Use emotional states when they convey
messages (Chapter 4)
Apply the information they discuss so
that audiences understand the theory in
practice (Chapter 5)
Create rapport with the audience
Appear to have integrity and be
trustworthy
Use humour appropriately
Use visual memory techniques so they
don’t need notes
(Chapter 8)

Why Some Speakers Fail To Hit The Mark
Reasons why presenters fail to appeal to their audiences include:


Misunderstanding the assignment. Before you start preparing your presentation it is
best to always check your understanding of the topic, the audience and the context of
the seminar. Make sure that the content you intend to cover is relevant for your
audience. In particular you should check what the conference organiser has told the
audience they can expect from your session.



Not ‘knowing’ the audience. Find out everything you can about your audience before you
start preparing your speech. Some of the things it is helpful to know include
occupations, job levels, wealth, cultural diversity, ages, sex, educational background and
location. If you are speaking as part of a bigger event then you will need to understand
what else the audience will hear during the event.



Waiting for latecomers is very annoying for everyone who made the effort to arrive on
time. Start your session on time so that you are not rewarding latecomers and penalising
those who were organised.
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Offering excuses. Audiences are there for their own needs; they do not care nor should
they be told about, for example, your personal circumstances en route to the
presentation.
Not using the microphone properly or refusing to use one, even though you cannot be
heard without one. Don’t tap or blow into the microphone to test it, just start speaking.
Stepping out of sight: Although it is wonderful to move around it is challenging for
audience members in the front row if you stroll to the back of the presentation room for
more than 10 or 15 seconds.
Looking at your watch. The message this conveys to your audience is that you have
something more important than talking to them on your mind and you cannot wait until
the presentation is over.
Running over time. The most important people in the room are your audience. Running
over time is disrespectful to them and their time. If you are part of a larger conference,
running over time has a flow on effect for other presenters and is to be avoided at all
costs.
Poor visuals.
Disorganisation including poor structure for the presentation.
Monotone voice. This is often associated with reading notes.

Becoming a great presenter is as simple as doing more of the things audiences love and less
of the things they don’t.
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Chapter 2 - Designing Your Presentation

L

ong before you start speaking comes the challenge
of designing your presentation. I work on the
principle that I will spend 10 hours of preparation
for each hour of presentation.

Topics
Sometimes you are asked to speak upon a given topic and
other times you will be required to develop a topic yourself.
When working out which topics to use it is helpful to pick one
that will have a long shelf life so you can use it again. Given the amount of time it takes to
prepare a presentation, having one that you can roll out and use again is always a wise move.
When you are developing a topic, it is wise to have one that is appealing to your audience.
That way you will have people in the audience when you speak.
Tony Jeary, author of ‘How to Inspire Any Audience’, believes that audiences have 7 subtle
unconscious desires. You will win your audiences over if you appeal to these desires during
your presentation and when developing a topic. The desires are:
1. To belong – everyone wants to feel they are part of something.
2. To be respected – you can also do this during your presentation with only a sentence or
two and it will yield great dividends.
3. To be appreciated – let the audience know that you appreciate them by using words of
thanks or praise. For example, “You have been a wonderful audience today, thank you.”
4. To find romance.
5. To be liked.
6. To be safe – it is your responsibility to ensure your audience members feel safe (to
answer questions, to participate etc.) during your sessions. Topics designed to appeal to
keeping a person safe will always appeal to audiences.
7. To be enthusiastic – people love to champion a cause and be on a winning team.
Topics based upon what people traditionally want are also great topics to use. Examples are:
Ten things there is always need for:











Love
Variety and novelty
Sleep
Food, shelter and clothing
Exercise and fresh air
Nutrition
Sex
Sense of belonging
Sense of accomplishment
Sense of ownership

Ten triggers that satisfy human desire:











Making money
Being popular
Being in style
Protecting one’s family
Saving time
Saving money
Being healthy
Avoiding pain
Living comfortably
Attracting attention, attracting the opposite
sex
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The Title
Even changing a few words in the title can change the appeal of the topic. When I first start
teaching presentation skills I called my sessions ‘Persuasive Presentation Skills’ and struggled
to have anyone attend. After I changed the name to ‘Winning Presentation Skills’ I was very
busy. The content stayed the same but the topic was perceived differently by my prospective
audience.
The keys to giving your presentation a catchy title are to make it short, accurate, clever,
intriguing or captivating. The easiest way to do this is to start with:









How to …
How to avoid …
Never before …
At last …
101 ways to …
Insider secrets of …
The secrets of …
The easy way to …

For example:












How to think twice as effectively
How to relate to and with anyone
How to work half as much with double
the effectiveness
Business writing made easy
Insider secrets of …..

How to never be bored
How to maintain 100% confidence
10 tricks to staying in love forever
The secrets to getting pay rises
The easy way to lose weight and keep
it off forever

Targeting Your Presentation
A great presentation is always appropriately pitched to the audience, i.e. at the appropriate
level for that particular audience. This means you must know some things about your audience
before you begin.
The things it is handy to know about your audience include:






Who you are speaking to. Are they your peers, students, the public, staff or clients? What
is their level of knowledge and how familiar are they likely to be with any technical
language? What attitude will your audience have towards the topic? How big is your
audience? What will they want to know? Are they there voluntarily or have they been
forced to go to the presentation?
Why you are speaking. Are you speaking to inform? To persuade? To entertain? To sell?
Why were you asked to speak? Is there a specific issue they want you to address or a
problem they would like you to resolve?
What you are speaking about. Do you have a clear understanding of the topic the
organiser expects you to speak on? Can you deliver what the audience wants to hear,
rather than what you want to say? Is the audience going to be looking for specifics, big
picture or both? What can you tell your audience that will make the biggest impact?
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I cannot emphasise enough how helpful it is to know about your audience before you
prepare your presentation. It can be tough to recover when you are part way through your
presentation before you realise that what you chose to focus your presentation on is not
relevant to the audience. It is so much better to have the correct focus in mind before you start
preparing.

The Magic Of 3
When you are preparing your presentation, there are a couple of magic 3’s it is good to keep
in mind.
The first one is to aim to tell your audience three things they don’t already know. This is the
number of times it will take most people to move you into the ‘expert’ speaker category and
convince them that you really do know what you are talking about.
The second one can be bruising to a presenter’s ego, but the truth is we are usually lucky if
our audience remembers much of our presentation. Therefore I always work out the three most
important things I want the audience to remember and focus on them.
The third thing to keep in mind is the ‘three tell ‘ems’ being (1) tell them what you’re going
to tell them (2) tell them and then (3) tell them what you told them. This helps to give your
presentation the appearance of having great structure and lets the audience know where you
are up to. What do I mean by this? If, for example, you are giving a presentation on banana
growing and your first topic is about fertilizer, then the three tell ‘ems goes like this:
1. First, ladies and gentlemen we are going to discover the most recent developments in
fertilizer for bananas.
2. Tell your audience about the most recent developments in fertilizers for bananas.
3. That’s it for fertilizers. Are there any questions before we move on to look at pest
control?

Structuring Your Presentation
It is often not what to say, but the order in which to say it, that proves most challenging
when it comes to organising a presentation. I use the following process when I am working
out how to structure a presentation.
1. Brainstorm. Brainstorm ideas without judgment. Aim to write down as many ideas as
you can think of about the topic. I write down each idea on a separate post it note and
stick it to a wall or window.
2. Organise the topics. Organise all the ideas into topic chunks. I do this by just moving the
post-it notes into groups. Don’t worry about the order of the chunks at this stage. Delete
those topic ideas that won’t work.
3. Sequence. Keeping your outcome in mind, decide on the appropriate order for the topic
chunks that you now have. Depending upon the topic this might be in order of time, size,
logical process etc.
4. Refine. Now is the time to make sure you have a logical flow, an introduction, body and
conclusion. This is also a good time to prepare answers for any questions the audience
might have.
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5. Practice: Decide how long it will take you to present the topic (leaving time for questions
and introduction). Start looking for ways to remove or add content until the timing
seems right.

Introduction, Body and Conclusion
All well structured presentations have an introduction, a body and a conclusion.

1. Introduction
“Tell ‘em what you’re gonna tell ‘em”
The opening must grab attention. If you can command the audience’s attention right at
the start, you are well on the way to giving a terrific presentation. Here are a few
suggestions for openings:


With a good energy level, simply “tell ‘em what you’re gonna tell ‘em”. This is often
sufficient to win their attention.



Open with a controversial statement related to the talk and then put the statement
in the context of your talk.



Deliver a startling but relevant statistic. This sets the tone of your intent and the
audience knows you mean business.



Outline the problem you are trying to solve and its relevance to your discipline. If the
problem is relevant to the audience, you might ask how many of them faced the
same problem (invoking audience participation).



Tell a relevant, anecdotal story that highlights the issue at hand. Make it short and
interesting and it will set the stage for your talk.



Do something unusual. Dress-up, role-play, do a demonstration, even something
outrageous … as long as it is relevant.

2. Main Body
“Tell ‘em”
The main body is the major part of your talk where explanation and reinforcement occur.
The detail you use will depend on the time you have been
Our Journey
allocated and the level of audience knowledge. Fine detail is
• Step 1 – What Do You Want
• Step 2 - Prioritise
great for audiences intimately involved in the subject but in a
• Step 3 - The Leaky Tap
broad audience a third of them may turn-off.
• Step 4 - Plan
• Step 5 - Beat Thieves

It is helpful if you give clear signposts when you go from
• Step 6 – Smarter Not Harder
one point to the next. These are called bridges and serve two
functions: Firstly to confirm where you are up to for the
attentive, and secondly to bring back those who have mentally wandered. Examples of bridges
may be: “The second of my three points concerns …” … or “Let me now deal with materials and
methods”. One of the ways I do this is by having a slide called ‘Our Journey’ which I place
between the different content chunks. It is a visual aid which enables the audience to see where
we have been and where we still have to go in the presentation. I have included an example on
the right.
3
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The flow of content in the main body of the presentation should be structured well. Four
commonly used structures are:


Chronological. Points are arranged in time sequence, for example, steps in a method or
process or the history of a procedure.



Spatial. Points are arranged as they relate to each other, for example, describing
anatomy or big picture then detail.



Cause and effect. Points flow from problem (for example, safety problem to cause to
effect to solution).



Topical. Points are arranged in order of importance, for example, outlining priorities for
research.

3. Conclusion/Summary
“Tell ‘em what you told ‘em”
After bringing your main body to a concluding climax, it remains only to say those magic
words “In summary …” These words serve three purposes:




Firstly they are music to the chairperson’s ears (confirming that you are right on time);
Secondly, those that have mentally wandered will instantly tune in to catch anything
they might have missed; and
Thirdly the attentive confirm that they were with you all the way.

The summary must, in single phrase form, concisely summarise each main point. No
qualification or paraphrasing should occur in the summary. Your final sentence must call to
action. It is a single sentence summary of the purpose of your talk and is most impactful if it can
be related to the audience.
Ensure that your finish is obvious. It is embarrassing to you, the chairperson and the
audience if it is unclear whether you have finished. A simple downward inflection of your voice
on the last word infers a finish. A genuine ‘thank you’ is also a great finish. I will sometimes end
by asking the audience to thank the person next to them for being so wonderful to work with (if
we did activities) and then to give themselves a thunderous round of applause for being such a
great audience.
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Chapter 3 - Visual Aids

T

his chapter explores the use of visual aids. As a
presenter, your body and what you do with it as
you present is one of the most important visual
aids you have. More information on appropriate body
positions and arm movements is provided in Chapter 9.

Why Use Visuals
Audiences tend to think that presentations with visual
aids are better than presentations without visual aids. When
you use visual aids you tend to be perceived as more organised, there seems to be less
resistance to your presentation and you are judged as being more professional. However, the
phrase ‘death by PowerPoint’ is a good reminder that visual aids should be used wisely and only
when they enhance understanding.
Visual aids increase the learning power of an audience (Doug Malouf, How To Create And
Deliver A Dynamic Presentation). Research by Decker Communications has shown that correctly
designed visuals increase memory retention and increase audience persuasion.
Without visuals

With visuals

3 day retention

10%

50%

Goal achievement

33%

67%

Reaching consensus

58%

79%

The Wharton School of Business found that well designed electronic presentations can
increase learning by up to 200%, increase retention by up to 38% and decrease the time taken
for complex explanations by 25-40%.

Types Of Visual Aids
The visual aids commonly used in presentations are yourself, blackboard, whiteboard,
flipcharts and data projectors.

Yourself As A Visual Aid
The advantages and disadvantages of using yourself as a visual aid include:
Advantages




Highly engaging
Makes you move rather than being
stuck behind a lectern
Creates faster rapport with audience

Disadvantages




Need a microphone that moves with you
Requires a level of presenter comfort and
can be challenging if feeling very nervous
Not useful for words

If you use yourself as a visual aid, remember that the audience is seeing things in the reverse
direction from you. This matters if you plan to use movement on the stage, for example, to show
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a timeline and what happened at certain points in time. Make sure the past is at the audience’s
left (not yours).

Blackboards, Whiteboards And Flip Charts
The advantages and disadvantages of using blackboards, whiteboards and flip charts as
visual aids include:
Advantages






Low cost
Can write audience opinion as you go
Can be easily corrected
Great for brainstorming and keeping
notes for later
Fabulous in smaller groups for writing
down audience expectations from the
presentation at the start

Disadvantages





Cannot use in large audience, i.e., more
than 60 (poor legibility, letters too thin)
Your back is to the audience (can
overcome by preparing the page etc in
advance)
Difficult to write and project voice
effectively at same time

Computer Projection
The advantages and disadvantages of using computer or data projection as a visual aid
include:
Advantages





Has become standard and is often
expected in commercial presentations
Very flexible and can have great visual
impact
Great variety – image, words, videos
Very portable

Disadvantages





Equipment expensive
May need dimmed lighting
A problem if technology fails
There is a tendency to read the words on
the screen

Note: If you plan to use a data projector for your presentation only ever dim the lights at the
front of the room. If you dim the lights in the entire room people’s brains will begin to close
down and enter sleep mode.
If you plan to use a data presenter and/or laptop that is supplied by the conference
organiser, then even if you have previously supplied them with a copy of your presentation
always take a spare copy with you.

Design Principles For Visuals
Presentations look more professional with visual aids, but they must be done well. There are
some golden rules to follow when preparing and using visual aids.

Golden Rules For Visual Aids
The golden rules for using visual aids are:


Keep them simple.
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Ensure they are organised, clear and aid understanding and information retention.



Incorporate your logo.



Use all of screen/board/chart.



Keep as many lights on as possible. This will help your audience to stay awake. If you
must dim the lights, do so only for short periods at a time.



Always review your visuals for different audiences prior to using them and also for
mistakes.



Talk to the audience not the screen and never stand so that you are blocking the
projection or view for the audience.



Do not read the slides. This will not be a winning move with your audience.

Text On Visual Aids
We have all been to presentations where the presenter has overloaded the PowerPoint slide
with so much text that it cannot be read. The rules for effectively using text on visual aids are:


Avoid paragraphs. Bullet points are better.



Aim for no more than 6 words per line and 6 lines or bullet points per slide.



Ensure consistency of headings, design, colour, font size throughout the presentation.



Try to avoid underlining, instead use bold and italics for emphasis. Underlining makes it
more difficult for the human eye to detect changes in letters which makes it harder to
read.



Eliminate non-essential words.



Use upper and lower case (read 30% more quickly) not BLOCK CAPITALS. Block capitals
make it more difficult for the human eye to decipher individual letters and read what
has been written. It also takes up 30% more space).

Font Size And Type
The size and type of font you use in visual aids is important. Here are the guidelines for
which font size and type to use on presentations.





Use minimum of 24 point font. If you must go smaller, then definitely no smaller than 18
point. If you are presenting to an older audience you may consider increasing this size.
Audience members in the back row must be able to clearly read each line.
Sans serif fonts (those without the little tails) are best for visuals because they are less
pixelated when projected.
Follow the 10% rule: No more than 10% of your visuals should be different, i.e., bold,
underline or italics.

Graphics On Visual Aids
Graphics are wonderful additions to visual aids, but here are the guidelines for using them:



Only include appropriate graphics, don’t include a graphic ‘just because’ as it will have
the audience wondering how it is relevant rather than listening to your presentation.
You can use a black slide screen between slides to refocus attention to you.
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Photographic slides are impactful (worth 1,000 words).
Audiences are first attracted to large simple shapes such as a square, rectangle, circle or
triangle. Text is among the last things that the audience focuses on. Putting the text
within a simple geometric figure such as a square or circle helps the audience to more
easily see and understand your message.
Minimise use of special effects to decrease distractions.
Place the most important object (and therefore the most eye-catching) in the top half of
the screen. Place other text and graphics in a “z-pattern” (the reading pattern) in the
bottom two thirds of the screen.

Colour Combinations On Visual Aids
Audiences routinely deem colour slides to be more effective than simple black and white
ones. However, before you go crazy with colour on your visual aids, try following these rules:














Remember people with colour deficiencies (e.g., red and green, blue and green) and do
not use these combinations.
Dark blue background with yellow titles and white text is among the most readable and
palatable of combinations.
White or yellow lettering on a traffic light green or forest green background colour can
be invigorating.
White or yellow on a black ground often conveys a sense of finality – you can count on
what’s on the screen.
Bright red background with light text conveys energy, passion, spirit or competition.
For graphs remember ‘sky to earth’, use lighter colours at the top and darker at the
bottom.
Do not use yellow on white.
Don’t use more than a maximum of five different colours plus or minus two.
Red and green should be used in the centre of the visual field as the fovea (or eye focus)
is more receptive to these colours and the peripheral vision of the eye is less receptive.
Use colours in the middle of the light spectrum as the focus colours and those at the
extreme edges of the spectrum as peripheral or background colours.
Research has found that if the object isn't familiar, colour will increase retention by 50%
and our memory for colour is so strong that when we see black and white, we visualize
colour.
Most presentation software comes with standard templates and the general background
colour for slides is blue. The reason for this is that blue has a short wavelength and the
eye's retina and fovea have few blue-sensitive cones making it a hard colour for the eye
to focus on, and therefore making it an ideal background colour.
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Chapter 4 - Presentation States

T

his chapter looks at the emotional states
associated with making great presentations. The
most important thing to remember is that
whatever emotional state you are in … that is the emotional
state you are transmitting to the audience and the state that
they too will be in. If you are nervous, they will be nervous for
you; if you are excited, they will be excited too; if you are
telling a sad story and visibly upset, they too will enter into a
state of empathy.
Here’s a little secret for you. An audience remembers how you made them feel long after
they have forgotten what you told them. To help with the ‘mood’ in a seminar I will either play
happy music as the audience is entering the room (and while they do activities) or I will listen to
some myself before I start the presentation. If I look like I am enjoying myself, the audience has
a good time too.

Overcoming Nerves
In my years as a conference presenter I have met a lot of other presenters. They suffer from
nerves like everyone else, they just handle them differently. The signs of nervous fear are also
the signs of nervous excitement. The experienced presenter
uses them as the energy to spur him or her on into a state of
excited readiness.
I am always nervous before a presentation. I figure the day I
stop being nervous before a presentation is the day that I
should stop presenting. I can, however, keep nerves under
control by always making sure that I am properly prepared and
have practised the presentation at least once, even if just in my
mind, before I stand up.
A golden piece of advice was given to me by an experienced
presenter when I was just starting out. He said, “Don’t worry about the audience. Most
audiences are friendly and want you to succeed as much as you do.” His advice helped me to
stop seeing the audience as people to be feared and instead see them as people just like me with
whom I could connect.
To help with nerves before I walk onto the stage I take three very deep breaths and adopt
the confidence posture (shoulders back, chin up and smile). It centres and calms me enough to
begin.

What To Do If Something Goes Wrong
It is our fear that makes us nervous before we give a presentation. The things most people
fear are that they will look silly, they won’t know the answer to a question, they will forget
where they are up to or something will go wrong.
This fear is the same as any other fear we experience. It can only be overcome by taking
action and having contingency plans.
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If you are worried about looking silly, then put some extra time into preparing. If you are
worried about forgetting where you are up to, then take some steps to help you easily find
where that was. If you are worried about not being able to answer a question, then do some
more research.
Just about everything people worry about before giving a presentation … has all happened
to me. And guess what? I survived and kept presenting. People didn’t give up on me because
things went wrong. I still get asked back. Here are examples:


I forget where I am up to on average once or twice every presentation. I either ask
the audience what I was talking about before we got side tracked or I use one of the
techniques I have included in Chapter 8 to help me get back on track.



There have been dozens of questions I have been unable to answer over the years.
Some of them, I’m sure, don’t have answers. Others provided great opportunities for
research before the next seminar. If you are confronted with an audience question to
which you do not have an answer, then use one of the techniques I share with you in
Chapter 10.

I suspect that many of the things that can go wrong for a presenter have gone wrong for me
(thankfully not all at once). As a result I have learned these magical moment saving tips:


Always take a spare copy of the presentation with you. I will say it one more time
because it has been needed so many times …, always take a spare copy of the
presentation with you, regardless of how competent the conference organiser
promises you they are.



Confirm the day before that anything you need photocopied has been photocopied.
Be pushy if you have to.



Always take your laptop and data projector as hand luggage in planes on your way to
a presentation. Otherwise you never know where they might end up when you need
them most.



The best way to recover is to be light hearted. During a presentation to the
Australian Tax Office I did not realise that my skirt had become caught up in my
underwear until I turned to write on the whiteboard. When I felt a breeze on the
back of my thigh I knew my audience had been exposed to an eye full. As I turned
back to face them (and retrieve my skirt), I said, “Sorry, it looks like tax rates weren’t
the only thing that went up today.”
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Chapter 5 - Learning And Presentation
Styles

I

n this chapter we will discover a system of presenting
which is designed to include all learning styles. We
will also discover how to include activities/exercises
into presentations.

The 4-Mat System Of Learning And
Presentation Styles
People have different styles of learning being why, what, how and what if. We can use all
styles, but have a preference for one or another. To best support learning for our audience, it is
helpful if we deliver information to fit these differences. The system of Learning and
Presentation Styles described has been adapted from the work of David Kolb and his Learning
Style Inventory. Kolb, a researcher from the University of Cleveland, proposed in 1971 that
learning styles were based on two polarities:

Bernice McCarthy then synthesized the results of these various learning styles into a
cohesive model of learning called the 4-Mat System. This is one of the most widely used systems
of learning and teaching today. It simplifies the learning styles into a practical system that is
easy to understand and to use in presentations.
When presenting information in this format you:



Start by explaining ‘why’ the information you are going to present is important to the
audience;
Explain ‘what’ the information is, including any relevant facts and figures.
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Show ‘how’ the information is used through a demonstration,
an example or an activity for your audience to complete.
Ask whether there are any questions (what if) about the
information before you move onto the next part and go
through the cycle again.

Presenting in this format is designed to keep everyone in your
audience engaged, regardless of their learning style.
The different learning styles and key features of people who have
learning styles in each of the quadrants are explained below.
The 'why/why not?'
learner






Have to know
'why' and see the
personal reason
for learning up
front
They like
brainstorming,
working in groups
and getting
feedback
Learns by
exchanging ideas
and listening

The 'what?' learner








Needs the facts to
gain a conceptual
understanding
What to know
what you know
and what you
want them to
know
Love details,
traditional
teaching & info in
a concise logical
form
Wants to know
what experts
think

The 'how?' learner







Needs to know
'how' things work
Good at finding
practical uses for
ideas and theories
Need to try info
for themselves &
love hands on
activities &
problem solving
Have to know
how info will be
useable and
relevant

The 'what if?'
learner









Interested in
finding out if what
they know can
create new
possibilities
Ask 'what would
happen if?'
Learn mainly
from hands on
experience
Tend to be more
intuitive than
logical
Seek hidden
possibilities

Designing Exercises/Activities For Your Presentation
Exercises/activities are the ‘how’ (see above) of a presentation; the hands-on, learning by
doing. Well-designed exercises are loved by audiences as it gives them a chance to ‘play’ with
the information you have presented and to interact with and learn from each other. I love
exercises in presentations and include them wherever I can. Audiences respond well to them,
they create rapport, break down barriers in the group and give the presenter a chance to talk to
members of the audience one on one while the activity is underway.
The advantages of exercises (participative learning) are:


They sustain audience interest.



In long presentations, it gives the presenter a chance to regroup and the audience a
break from being spoken at.



The presenter gets a chance to monitor and guide audience learning. This is often
when you find out the misconceptions that have occurred during your presentation.



Enables quieter people in the audience the opportunity to participate in smaller
groups.
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There is always a rich variety of responses. Quite often the presenter learns a few
new tricks from audience members.

The things to beware of in exercises (participative learning) are:


The activity must not be threatening to audience members, i.e. they must be able to
do the task and feel comfortable doing so.



The task itself and the time limit within which it is to be completed must be clear.



Make sure the task is enjoyable … or you might find an audience unwilling to
participate in your second task.

You can use the 4-Mat system to frame your exercise as follows:





Why. Explain the reasons for doing the exercise.
What. Cover the content, explain the exercise and make any time limits clear.
How. Do a demonstration of the exercise or activity if this will be helpful and then
have participants do the exercise.
What if. Ask the audience if any questions arose from the exercise.

Audience participation can be used in virtually any situation. Here are some ideas you can
use to get your audience participating in the presentation:













Questions. Questions (from both you and the audience) actively encourage audience
involvement in the presentation.
Encourage discussion. By showing a short video clip, asking a question, making a
controversial statement, or posing a problem, but take care to move the discussion away
from the ‘leaders’.
Form ‘buzz’ groups. Get into groups of two to six people to discuss an issue and have
them deliver their answer via spokesperson, overhead projection or butcher’s paper.
The ‘issue’ can be a question, hand-out, problem, set of multiple choice questions etc.
Ask for a show of hands. Pose a question to the audience and ask them to take a stand on
a value, issue or answer by raising their hands. If the audience looks like they would
benefit from moving around, you can even get them to stand in different corners of the
room depending upon their response.
Use role plays. But allow sufficient time for the selected people to prepare, make the
issue controversial and give the non-players observational tasks. The results are often
entertaining!
Use brainstorming. To invoke suggestions to a problem and record them without making
value judgments. Use the suggestions for discussion material.
Pose a relevant problem or case study. At the beginning of your talk and it will give your
audience a reason to stay listening to the information which follows.
Team up with a colleague. And give a dual delivery. This can take the form of
complementary ideas or a ‘devil’s advocate’ stance with the audience encouraged to take
sides in the argument.
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Chapter 6 - Evocative Language Patterns
For Presentations

T

his chapter contains an evocative language pattern
that can be used by both beginners and advanced
presenters to make a presentation more
interesting.

Martin Luther King Jr
Martin Luther King Jr is one of the most evocative
speakers in history. His words are still famous 50 years later. He had a wonderful ability to paint
vividly appealing pictures with words. He was also the master of ‘selectional restriction
violations’. These are sentences which imply that inanimate objects have feelings and/or can
undertake actions. For example:






“Walls have ears…”
“The question begs to be asked…”
“The mountains ring…”
“The pen wants to…”
“The website is looking a little tired…”

Some of the words from his ‘I have a dream …’ speech have been provided below so you can
explore the different techniques he used.

His Famous "I Have A Dream..." Speech
I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed:
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal.
I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia, the sons of former slaves and the sons
of former slave owners will be able to sit down together at the table of brotherhood.
I have a dream that one day even the state of Mississippi, a state sweltering with the heat of
injustice, sweltering with the heat of oppression, will be transformed into an oasis of freedom and
justice.
I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be
judged by the colour of their skin but by the content of their character.
I have a dream today!
I have a dream that one day, down in Alabama, with its vicious racists, with its governor
having his lips dripping with the words of "interposition" and "nullification" -- one day right there
in Alabama little black boys and black girls will be able to join hands with little white boys and
white girls as sisters and brothers.
I have a dream today!
I have a dream that one day every valley shall be exalted, and every hill and mountain shall be
made low, the rough places will be made plain, and the crooked places will be made straight; and
the glory of the Lord shall be revealed and all flesh shall see it together.
This is our hope, and this is the faith that I go back to the South with.
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With this faith, we will be able to hew out of the mountain of despair a stone of hope. With this
faith, we will be able to transform the jangling discords of our nation into a beautiful symphony of
brotherhood. With this faith, we will be able to work together, to pray together, to struggle
together, to go to jail together, to stand up for freedom together, knowing that we will be free one
day.
And this will be the day -- this will be the day when all of God's children will be able to sing with
new meaning:
My country 'tis of thee, sweet land of liberty, of thee I sing.
Land where my fathers died, land of the Pilgrim's pride,
From every mountainside, let freedom ring!
And if America is to be a great nation, this must become true.
And so let freedom ring from the prodigious hilltops of New Hampshire.
Let freedom ring from the mighty mountains of New York.
Let freedom ring from the heightening Alleghenies of Pennsylvania.
Let freedom ring from the snow-capped Rockies of Colorado.
Let freedom ring from the curvaceous slopes of California.
But not only that:
Let freedom ring from Stone Mountain of Georgia.
Let freedom ring from Lookout Mountain of Tennessee.
Let freedom ring from every hill and molehill of Mississippi.
From every mountainside, let freedom ring.
And when this happens, when we allow freedom to ring, when we let it ring from every village
and every hamlet, from every state and every city, we will be able to speed up that day when all of
God's children, black men and white men, Jews and Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics, will be able
to join hands and sing in the words of the old Negro spiritual:
Free at last! Free at last!
Thank God Almighty, we are free at last!

***
It would seldom be appropriate to deliver an entire presentation today using the degree of
evocative speech that Martin Luther King Jr. used. It would, however, wonderfully enrich any
presentation you gave if you were able to weave or sprinkle some of these techniques
throughout your presentation.
The easiest way to do it would be to include a selectional restriction violation in your
presentation. If you choose one that is memorable for your audience and have them chatting
about it at the lunch break, that is fabulous. Here are some examples …




…. see the pineapple jostling with anticipation …
… legislation limping over the Parliamentary line …
… a building bristling with frustration at the latest safety requirements …
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Chapter 7 - Key Phrases, Successful
Stories & Magic Metaphors

T

his chapter contains some language techniques
that can be used by both beginner and advanced
presenters. If you are new to these techniques I
suggest choosing one or two at a time to incorporate into a
presentation.

Key Phrases
Key phrases have a powerful impact and may be remembered by an audience long after they
have forgotten the rest of your presentation. Here are some key phrases you might be able to
identify:












I have a dream
I am the greatest
I came, I saw, I conquered
One small step for man, one giant leap for mankind
Honesty is the best policy
Imagination is more important than knowledge
Just do it
I think I can, I think I can, I think I can
Don’t ask what your country can do for you, ask what you can do for your country
Here’s looking at you kid
I’ll be back

You can use a phrase to anchor your presentation. These phrases are known, oddly enough,
as ‘phrase anchors’. This type of phrase is woven throughout your presentation. At appropriate
moments it is repeated and sticks with the audience for a long time. For this reason, if you use a
phrase anchor, it should be the most important thing you would like the audience to remember
from your presentation.
Examples of phrase anchors:






You can do it.
Because you’re worth it.
Just for the taste of it.
Change your thinking you change your
world.
We’ve got to wake up.







It’s your choice.
We can do this.
Belief makes it possible.
Remember who you are, where you came
from and where you’re going.
Time is running out.

The phrase anchor should be short, succinct and to the point. The appropriate phrase
anchor and method of delivery depends upon the outcome you want from your presentation.
One of the best ways to deliver a phrase anchor is as an embedded command. Embedded
commands are positive suggestions couched within a sentence, and delivered in such a way that
their meaning is mainly received unconsciously. The key to effective embedded commands is
that they are best delivered in a three-part sentence:
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The first two parts give the means of doing something;



The third part tells the person exactly what you want them to do; and



The third part should be delivered lower and louder.

For example, “I’m wondering if you can stand up, walk over there and close the door” or for
an environmental presentation, “It’s time to pick up your pen, sign the petition and save
wildlife.”
Set the message apart from the rest of the sentence by saying it lower, slower and maybe
even louder, while keeping it subtle enough that it slips in on an unconscious level.

Trilogistic Speech
The cadence and natural rhythm of lists containing three items (trilogies) is a tried and true
audience pleaser and an effective attention grabber: “Blood, sweat and tears” is an example.
Other examples include:





“We came, we saw, we conquered.”
“Of the people, by the people, for the people.”
“Earth, wind and fire.”
“They’ve earned it, they deserve it and they’re going to receive it.”

What could you use as an example of trilogistic speech to get your main message across in
your next presentation?

Successful Stories
It wasn’t long into my career as a University lecturer that I discovered the powerful effect of
stories. Students would not be able to remember the law behind a story I told, but in an exam
they could recite the story I had told them word for word. The same holds true for stories told in
any presentation.
Successful stories are woven into presentations by great presenters for the following
reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To induce emotional states in an audience.
To illustrate a point.
To create tension/suspense in an audience.
To bring about an inductive learning. Inductive learning is where the audience gets the
‘aha’ for themselves rather than being told by the presenter. This is an advanced
presentation technique. I recommend using this one only when you are comfortable
with presenting.

Let’s look at each of these in turn.

1. Stories To Induce A State
Stories can be used to bring an audience into a particular emotional state such as
nervousness, excitement, anticipation, worry, joy etc. This technique is used in a very effective
way by many of the world’s greatest motivational speakers. They choose an emotional state
they would like their audience in and start by telling a story which will evoke that emotional
state.
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From past experience I can tell you that although audiences are happy for you to take them
into a negative emotional state, they don’t like to be left there. So if, for example, your
presentation is on a serious problem, then after you have taken your audience into sadness,
compassion, fear or whichever other negative state you choose, be sure to then lead them to a
positive emotional state such as happiness or hope.

2. Stories To Illustrate A Point
Stories can also be a useful way to illustrate a point. People will usually remember a story
much more easily than they will remember a point you would otherwise make.
For example, instead of telling people that failure to comply with a piece of law will result in
a penalty, it is much more effective to tell a quick story of someone (just like the audience) who
ended up paying the penalty.
Stories like this work well because the audience automatically casts themselves in the role
of the central character.

3. Stories To Create Tension/Suspense
A great technique you can use to keep people interested during presentations is multiple
embedded metaphors (also known as nested loops or open loops). Multiple embedded
metaphors are used:



To allow the audience to learn in an inductive way (this means the audience works out
the meaning themselves rather than having you tell them); and
As a technique for retaining audience interest (it works to keep the audience engaged on
an entirely unconscious level).

This technique can be used at a beginner level and at an advanced presentation skills level.
At a beginner level (not using multiple nested loops) it works like this:
1. Choose a story that would be engaging for the audience and relevant to the topic.
2. At the start of your presentation jump right into telling the story and just when it gets to
the part where the audience is longing to know what happens next … move into the rest
of your speech (this leaves their unconscious mind open and seeking closure of the
story).
3. Complete your presentation and at the end ask the audience if they would like to know
what happened next? (Of course they do).
4. Tell them the outcome.
This technique is very effective if you are someone who solves problems for a living and you
would like to show the audience how clever and creative you and your business is. Start by
telling the audience about a client or someone you have worked with who had a problem
(relevant to the topic and which someone in the audience may have) and then at the end … show
them how you solved the problem. The impact on the audience and their perception of you is
enormous.
If you are trying this technique at a more advanced level then your strategy is slightly
different. At this level you will be seeking to induce three emotional states in your audience that
you would like them to have (eager, excited, happy etc.) in the middle of three metaphors or
stories. The tips for including the states are:
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Each story should contain an emotional state you would like your audience to be in for
the presentation. Good states are curiosity, compassion, empathy, motivation,
enthusiasm and confidence.
Work out the emotional states/resources the audience will need to have access to as
they go through the training. For example: reach down inside, pull up resources you
didn’t know you had, step up to a higher level, challenge, couldn’t move beyond, end of
rope, how am I going to make it through this? It is best not to use negative states.
Ensure you are in the state yourself when delivering the metaphor. If, for example, you
are excited when you tell a story, the audience will become excited with you.

How to construct each story is shown below, but the keys for telling magic metaphors are:







Start the metaphor in the story. Tell the picture of the story rather than the book of the
story. What I mean is don’t start with ‘once upon a time’ … start instead with something
like “Hansel and Gretel suddenly found themselves alone in the forest” … or “This
reminds me of the time I was climbing a cliff when …”
If you are clever about how you do it, you can even use stories that have no connection
to your topic other than the emotional state.
Remember to stop telling the story 90% of the way into it … just before you deliver the
answer to the climax … your aim is to leave them hanging and wanting to know what
happens … you want suspense.
Transitioning between the stories can be as simple as ‘that reminds me of a time when…’

Multiple Embedded Metaphors
A very effective and advanced technique is multiple embedded metaphors. Multiple
embedded metaphors is similar to what we have discussed above … apart from the fact that it is
3 metaphors nested within each other and told in a particular order.
Multiple embedded metaphors should be told as follows:

Tell 90% of
metaphor #1
(leave at
peak)

Tell 90% of
metaphor #2
(leave at
peak)

Tell 90% of
metaphor #3
(leave at
peak)

Body of
presentation

Tell final 10%
of metaphor
#3

Tell final 10%
of metaphor
#2

Tell final 10%
of metaphor
#3

Magic Metaphors
We’ve now seen how you tell them to make them effective, but the question remains … if
you tell a metaphor rather than a story, where do you get the metaphors from?
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Before I answer that question, I will explain why it can be very
effective to use metaphors. Metaphors are unparalleled in their ability to
help lead the hearts and minds of those around us because the way they
are structured enables audiences to reach their own ‘aha’s’. The beauty of
the ‘aha’s’ they reach is that they are unique for each audience member (each one learns what
they need from the metaphor and it is unlikely to be the same learning anyone else in the room
gets).
Metaphors are also a great way to deliver a message that an audience might not otherwise
be receptive to hearing. For example, my audience was a group of teenage girls who were
choosing to be helpless rather than take responsibility for their situations. I could have stood up
and told them to stand up for themselves and given them a lecture on what they should be
doing. I could have, but I didn’t. Instead I told them a story about a young boy lost in the woods.
The young boy tripped over a big stick on the ground and when he looked up, there in front of
him was an ogre. Rather than pick up the stick and fight, the boy chose to cry and run in little
circles being helpless. When the story was finished I asked the girls what they thought of the
little boy and his actions. The outcome was far more effective when they came to the conclusion
themselves.
Metaphors also work well because human beings relate to stories, especially if we can see
ourselves in the position of the hero or relate to the main characters in some way. Metaphors
and stories are also fun … we can get lost in the story and have pleasure working out what it
might mean. In a way it is more respectful to our audience because we didn’t spoon feed them
with what we think the answer should be, we allowed them to come up with their own.
The keys to telling a magic metaphor are as follows:



It is helpful if the metaphor addresses a problem the audience experiences.
The more unconscious the message in the metaphor, the more profound the effect can
be. If the story teller simply states how to solve the issues, conscious resistance is a real
possibility, or the listener may ‘get the lesson intellectually’, without having it transform
thoughts, feelings or behaviours.

Metaphor Construction
The aim of a metaphor is to get the audience from a current way of thinking or looking at
things to a new way of looking at things without being obvious that is what you are doing.

“Aha” needed to make the journey

Desired
audience
viewpoint

Current
audience
viewpoint
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You are really asking them to cross a bridge from a point of misunderstanding to a point of
understanding the issue you are getting across. There is a step by step process a presenter goes
through when creating a metaphor specifically for an audience and a topic as follows.
Steps To Creating A Magic Metaphor
1. Work out what the audience’s interests are.
2. Work out what the audience’s major problem(s) is.
3. Determine the best possible solution, lesson or alternative perspective for the audience to
have. Ask yourself “What’s the “aha” that they need to get which if they got it would cause
the problem to disappear?”
4. In your own mind, take the problem up a level to a bigger picture and ask yourself, ‘What is
this issue an example of?’ Alternatively you could ask what is the broader more
encompassing issue at work in this situation?
5. Take the answer to the previous step and ask yourself, what are other examples of this same
type of issue that pertain to what the audience likes or feels is important to them?
6. Select one of these examples as the metaphor, then design a story that can pace the audience
to an ‘aha!’ as they relate to the character’s solution.
7. Make sure to build the best positive solution into the ending of the story. Suggestions to
accomplish this include:
(a) Using a character the audience can relate to through common interests, values,
circumstances, etc., who discovers previously hidden personal resources.
(b) Using a character in a similar situation who resolves the problem in a way that is
positive for everyone.
(c) Possibly using a cautionary tale with the negative consequences of not taking action.
8. Tell them the metaphor.
I find a great starting place if I am stuck is to scroll through Aesop’s fables or similar. They
are timeless and still cover many of the same issues people are faced with today.
I have included some examples of metaphors you could use below.

Metaphor Examples You Can Use
Here are some metaphor examples to get you started.
You Will Always Find What You Are Looking For
There once existed a psychotherapist who believed that most
of the problems people brought to her were characterized by the
existence of fish in their dreams. One day a client came to her and
was discussing the problem he had.
“Tell me,” said the psychotherapist, “Did you dream last
night?”
“I probably did,” replied the client.
“And tell me in this dream was there an ocean?”
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“No,” replied the client.
“Was there a river?”
“I don’t think so,” replied the client.
“Well, was there any water … it doesn’t have to be a river?”
“I guess there could have been.”
“And was there a pool on the ground?”
“I couldn’t be certain, but it’s possible,” the client replied.
“And in this pool could there have been a fish?”
“I guess there could have been.”
“Aha!” said the psychotherapist. “I knew it!”
The Two Monks And The River
Two monks came upon a girl struggling to cross a river. One of the monks offered to carry
her across and the girl accepted, so he picked her up and waded to the other side where he put
her down safely.
When the other monk joined him he remonstrated with the first monk, “I cannot believe that
you carried that girl. It is against all our principles. You know that we are not allowed to touch
or even think about women. And yet despite that you carried this young girl in your arms.”
The first monk looked at his brother and replied, “Yes, I did carry the girl. The difference
between you and I is that I put her down when I reached the other side. You are still carrying
her.”
The Old Donkey (Or Everyone Has An Opinion)
The farmer and his wife agreed it was time to sell their old donkey and buy a new one. The
next day the farmer and his son rose to the birds chirping and in the early morning twilight
began their journey to the markets. They walked merrily on the dusty path leading the old
donkey and singing as they went.
It wasn’t long before they came upon a young man who laughed when he saw them and said,
“What a strange thing to do. One of you could ride the donkey and instead you choose to walk.
How very odd.” The farmer and his son considered the young man’s comments and decided that
the son would ride on the back of the donkey and the farmer would walk beside.
A little further down the road they came across an old lady who looked at them scornfully
and said, “What a rude young man you are to ride on that donkey while your father walks. You
ought to be ashamed of yourself.” Upon hearing this, the farmer’s son got down off the donkey
and asked his father to ride instead.
Just around the next bend they came across a young woman who
smiled at them and said, “Surely that donkey could take both of you
so that neither of you would have to walk? Why waste your energy
when there is a perfectly good beast of burden right there.” When
she strolled away, the farmer’s son climbed onto the donkey behind
his father and they proceeded on their way.
Around noon the weary trio crossed paths with an old man who
was outraged and screamed at them, “How dare you treat that poor
old donkey as you have. It is so tired and weary from carrying both
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of you on its back. I have never seen such cruelty in all my days.” Upon hearing this tirade, the
farmer and his son climbed off the donkey, walked over to the nearest shady tree and sat down.
The farmer turned to look at his son and smiled as he said, “Well my boy, what an interesting
journey we have had today.”
The Church
In a small village hundreds of years ago, a wonderful thing was happening. A church was being
built; a church that would stand for hundreds of years. And it just so happened that the clerk who
was looking after this building project was called Alan. Alan often worked on his scrolls in front of
the window of his castle tower where he could oversee the building.
One day as he was looking down upon the building works it occurred to him, that he was rather
removed from the building way up in his tower ... and he wondered what it would be like to be one
of the stonemasons who were actually building this beautiful church. So he went down to talk to
them.
Alan came across a stone mason working on a window plinth
and said to him, ‘Excuse me sir but would you mind telling me
how it feels to be part of creating this church?’ The stone mason
replied, ‘I work on this church because I have to feed my children
and support my wife. It is a grind and a burden that I endure so
that I can bring home money to my household. With every stroke
of my chisel I lose another part of my soul to this monstrosity.’
Alan thanked the first stonemason and turned the corner to
find another stonemason working on the church archway. He said
to the second stonemason, ‘Excuse me sir but would you mind
telling me how it feels to be part of creating this church?’ The second stonemason replied, ‘It is good
honest work. I can be in the sunshine and create something with my hands. I like the money that I
can take home to bring joy to my family.’
Alan thanked the second stonemason and walked further across the construction site to find a
third stonemason working on the church steeple. He said to this third stonemason, ‘Excuse me sir
but would you mind telling me how it feels to be part of creating this church?’ The third stonemason
replied, ‘It is wonderful to be a part of making history. I know that with every stroke of my chisel I
bring forth the beauty within these stones to create a testament to the God who created this world.
I am privileged to be a part of a legacy such as this. I eagerly look forward to everyday and seeing
this beautiful church evolve.’
Alan thanked the third stonemason and walked back to his room in the tower.
Pressure
Carl was a very ordinary, boring, dull and uninspiring lump of carbon. He lived his very
ordinary, boring, dull and uninspiring life in the dark beneath the earth in the usual way that
lumps of carbon do. Eons passed and things never changed. If Carl had been asked he probably
would have told you that he was rather bored with the same routine day in and day out.
Then one warm sunny day (not that Carl knew because he was a long way beneath the
surface), an ordinary day became extraordinary and things around Carl started to heat up. He
gradually became aware of the heat in the earth and rocks around him increasing. It got hotter
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and hotter by the minute. This was not your ordinary hot. This was a blistering, sweltering,
searing, pulsing, intense heat. It was so hot that Carl wasn’t sure he would survive.
Then just as he thought things couldn’t get any worse, he felt the earth and rocks around
him begin to push and crush. The extreme pressure was coming from all directions and was
getting more severe with every moment. The pressure kept increasing and increasing.
“Oh the heat and the pressure. I cannot bear it. What will become of me?” screamed Carl as
the heat and pressure intensified even further. And then just as
suddenly as it had started, the heat and the pressure stopped.
Several years later Carl was dug out of the earth, saw sunlight
for the first time and was stunned by the reaction of the beings
that had unearthed him. They seemed to be in awe of ordinary,
boring, dull and uninspiring Carl. They polished him and
surrounded him with some of the rarest metal in the world
before they placed him in a velvet nest behind glass with one of
the most expensive security systems in the world. Carl spent the
rest of his days bemused by the people leaning over his glass enclosure with big wide eyes …
wondering whatever could they see in his ordinary, boring, dull and uninspiring self.
The Shiny Silk Coat
Joseph had a shiny new coat made of silk. Its colours swirled and shimmered as he walked. It
was the centre of attention and the talk of town. Never had Joseph felt so uplifted by the
attention he was getting or prouder of how he looked. He had been walking around town
showing off his shiny new coat for several hours when he noticed there was a shimmering tiny
line of thread running behind him. How strange? He also began to notice that the more people
he talked to, the less excited they seemed about his shiny new coat.
It wasn’t until he got home that night that he realized what had happened. A thread from his
coat had caught on something in the morning and as he walked and talked, it had begun to
unravel his shiny new coat. By the time he got home only half his coat was left. Half a coat wasn’t
much use to anyone. It wouldn’t keep Joseph warm and it wouldn’t be admired by others. He
decided to retrace his steps and rewind the unravelling thread to see if he could
reweave it into his coat. Unfortunately Joseph found that most people he had
spoken with had snipped the shiny thread when they had seen it and decided to
keep it for themselves. He couldn’t recover enough thread to reweave his
beautiful coat.
It took some years, but eventually Joseph again found himself the proud
owner of a shiny new coat made of silk. Only this time he was a little wiser and before he left to
show the people in town his shiny new coat, he sprayed it with a protective adhesive coating so
that it couldn’t unravel. Then he closed the door and strode forth to share his shiny new coat
with the world.
The Lion Tamer (Keeping It All In Balance)
This is the story of a young man who became a lion tamer. When he began his career he wore
the most wondrous bright scarlet uniform with gold braid and he worked confidently with his two
lions named Health and Career. He was the star of the circus … in control … good looking and flashy.
The world was at his feet.
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It wasn’t too long, however, before a cunning little lioness came along and batted her eyelids in
his direction. The lion tamer quickly added her to his performance and renamed her Spouse. For a
short time this tremendously attractive lioness added an extra zing that had been lacking in his
performance. He was the lion tamer who had it all.
Then things started to get difficult … everyone knows that one lion is a breeze, two lions is pretty
easy, three requires juggling and four means you cannot turn your back for even a second. Things
went like this … Spouse had a baby that the lion tamer called
Offspring … Offspring showed talent but was very demanding and
needed to be constantly watched.
If he turned his back on Offspring and Spouse to work with
Career, then Offspring and Spouse got cranky. If he turned his back
on Career to work with Offspring or Spouse, then Career would nip
him on the bottom. Health was pretty good about being left alone
… apart from how large and unfit he was getting. But if he worked
with Health, he could hear Offspring, Spouse and Career snarling
behind him.
Eventually it became too much … he ignored Health who ended up at the vet’s … he ignored
Offspring who ended up locked in a cell … he ignored Spouse who ran off with Career because she
didn’t give him enough attention … and he spent the rest of his days wondering how he had gone
from chief lion tamer with a bright scarlet uniform to the help who swept the circus floor.
The Ambitious King (What Will It Take To Make You Happy?)
In a Kingdom a long time ago, lived an ambitious King. He constantly strove to achieve and get
things so that he would feel happy. At one time he thought that he would be happy if only he had a
pure silver stallion in his stables. He got one … and he found that didn’t make him happy. Then he
knew he would be happy if he only had a harp made out of pure gold … and he found one and
realized that it didn’t make him happy either.
One fine sunny day he was walking through the streets of his kingdom when he came across a
man wearing only a loin cloth sitting on a blanket with a silver bowl in front of him. The man was
singing the most beautiful song the King had ever heard. At the beggar’s request, people placed
food (not money) in the silver bowl. The beggar seemed to be in a state of bliss.
The King wondered how this could be, stopped and asked him, “Beggar are you happy?”
“Yes, King I am ... very happy.”
“How can this be? Do you not own only your loincloth, a blanket and a silver bowl?”
“Yes King that is all I have. Clothing to keep me covered, a blanket to keep me warm and a bowl
for my food and water. That is all I need to be happy.”
“Well I like your bowl and I think it would make me happy too. I will pay you 3 gold coins for it.”
“I am sorry King, but the bowl is not for sale. It was a gift from my grandfather. He told me it
would bring me happiness all of my days and so it has.”
The King offered more and more gold coins and each time the beggar refused and said the same
thing.
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Disgruntled the King went back to his palace and ordered his soldiers to steal the silver bowl
from the beggar. The King reasoned that if the silver bowl brought happiness to a man such as the
beggar, then surely it would also bring happiness to the King.
The next morning the silver bowl was delivered to the King. It glowed so enticingly that the King
held it close to himself and rubbed it with glee. Much to his surprise a genie materialized from the
bowl and said he could grant the King any wish he wanted.
The King thought long and hard and said to the genie, ‘I just want to be happy and I have
decided that if I had control of the Kingdom to the North of me, I would have a Kingdom that was
twice as large and I would be happy.’
‘Why stop with just one Kingdom?’ asked the Genie. ‘Surely the more Kingdoms you have the
happier you will be?’
‘Pure genius’ said the King. ‘Of course. I also wish to have control of the Kingdoms to the East,
West and South of me.’ And just like that the King’s wish was granted.
In a few days the King came back to the silver bowl and rubbed it again. ‘All those Kingdoms
didn’t make me happy. I want another wish.’ ‘As you command’ said
the genie. ‘What do you wish for this time master?’
This time the King wished for a large chest of jewels. ‘Why stop
with just one chest?’ asked the Genie. ‘Would you not be happier
with two chests or three chests?’ ‘You are right again’, said the King.
‘In fact it makes so much more sense and it would increase my
chances of happiness so much more if you would fill this entire room
with jewels.’
And it was done.
The palace staff watched the King’s glee turned to panic as the room filled all the way from the
floor to the ceiling with the most precious jewels in the world. There was nothing they could do as
their King became buried beneath the mountain of his greed.
The Rocket Ship Going To The Moon (Myth Or Fact?)
When a rocket leaves earth bound for the moon it heads in the general
direction of the moon but is only directly on target for 3% of the time it is in
transit. The rest of the time it is slightly off course but it still makes it to the moon.
Why is this?
Every time a rocket uses its thrusters to put it back on target for the moon, it
uses more of its limited fuel supply. It is a balance between using fuel and staying
on course. In fact one rocket mission had only 11 seconds of fuel left by the time it
landed on the moon.
The Baby Elephant Syndrome
This story is based upon the way elephants used to be trained for circuses. When the baby
elephant was taken from the wild, it would be kept at the circus with a steel manacle around its foot
attached to a steel chain attached to a steel spike driven deep into the ground. Try as hard as it
could, the baby elephant could not move far from the steel spike.
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As the elephant grew, the steel spike could be replaced with a wooden spike. The elephant
would give a little tug, find it difficult to move and stay where it was within the circle the chain
allowed it to move around the wooden spike.
Eventually all that was required for the elephant to stay still in one
spot was to have a steel manacle with a piece of chain attached to it.
Rumour has it that the elephants believe so strongly that they cannot
move that two of them burned to death in a Moscow circus fire as a
result.
The Man Whose Dog Died (We Don’t Change Until Our ‘Dog’ Dies)
Bill was a very successful business man living the golden dream. He had a flash car, a great job, a
wonderful house, a beautiful wife, two lovely children and a pet dog. Unfortunately, he also had a
drinking habit.
His drinking habit escalated until he became an alcoholic. Events in his life then went like this:







He was violent with his wife so she left him ... but that wasn’t enough for him to seek help
He was violent with his children so he was denied access to them ... but that wasn’t enough for
him to seek help
He was unable to perform his duties and was sacked from his job ... but
that wasn’t enough for him to seek help
Without a job, he couldn’t pay his house mortgage and lost his house ...
but that wasn’t enough for him to seek help
He was living with his dog in a tin shed at a friend’s house ... but that
wasn’t enough for him to seek help
He went on a three day bender in the middle of summer, came home
and found that he had left his dog tied up without water. The dog died ...
he sought help for his alcoholism
The Dancing Princess

Once upon a time there was a kingdom in the land of Tango Rango. The people in this
kingdom were so happy and loved life so much that they often spontaneously broke out in
dancing in the street. They were excellent dancers and would celebrate all the wonderful and
happy things that happened to them in life through dance. They even had more sombre dances
for the sad occasions. Sadly at the time of our story, there was a cause for worry in the kingdom.
An evil witch had cast a spell upon the Kingdom so that the people in the kingdom would
revert to an age of darkness and loneliness unless the eldest princess could fulfil the witch’s
command before the dawning of the second yellow moon. If the princess could not fulfil the
witch’s command, true love in the Kingdom would cease to exist. The people in the land would
never know the feeling of being in love and forming loving partnerships and eventually the
kingdom would cease to exist.
If the princess could fulfil the witch’s command, the kingdom would be safe and continue to
prosper as a land of laughter, love and spontaneity.
The witch had commanded that the Princess dance a 13 hour waltz with a prince on the
cobblestoned square in the centre of the kingdom’s main town. To dance for 13 hours is a
difficult task that requires endurance, fitness and a strong partnership with your dance partner.
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Many princes from surrounding countries came and volunteered to dance the dance with the
princess.
Time and time again during their training for the dance of her life, the princess dismissed
the princes. Sometimes it was because they stood on her toes too many times, sometimes it was
because they trod on her beautiful ball gown and sometimes it was because they danced too
closely in her personal space. There was always a reason and it was, the princess thought, the
fault of the prince. The time of the two moons was drawing nearer. The princess realized that
time was running out.
The princes who had already failed came to wish her well. She asked them for the first time
what it had been like to dance with her and they let her know that she had stood on their toes,
that they too had got blisters, that she had marked their princely trousers and that she had
sometimes offended them with her waltzing instructions and her attempts to lead the dance.
The princess realized that the fault was not all that of the princes and that to save her Kingdom
she would have to dance all the way through with the only prince left.
13 hours before the rising of the second yellow moon, the princess stood up with the sole
remaining prince and commenced the dance. This time there could be no failure. They waltzed,
they waltzed and they waltzed. They were exhausted and they felt like quitting time and time
again, but they kept going until they had danced for 13 hours straight and saved the kingdom.
At the end of the 13 hours they wearily sank to the cobblestones, stretched sore and bruised
muscles, looked at each other and smiled.
Emu Ball (Think About The Rules You Impose On Others)
The emus were playing a game of emu ball when kangaroo came to ask them if he could join in.
‘Of course’ they replied ‘we would love to have your strength on one of our teams.’ So kangaroo
flexed and stretched and strolled over to the paddock to join the team with the fewest players.
He had only been playing for a few minutes when the emus stopped the game and came over.
‘You’re not playing by the rules’, they said. ‘The rules say that you must keep one foot on the ground
at all times. Hopping isn’t allowed.’
‘Then how can I play?’ replied Kangaroo.
‘Your problem, not ours’ chorused the emus as they walked back to
the playing field.
Kangaroo thought long and hard. He tried to move his body in
different ways, but it simply wasn’t possible for him to keep one foot
on the ground. No matter what he tried he couldn’t move forward
without taking both his feet off the ground.
Kangaroo began to get very annoyed. He rose higher in his
indignation and then bounded across the field towards where they
were playing emu ball. He launched himself into the air and with one of the most enormous leaps he
had ever attempted he sailed high past the heads of the back row of emu ball players and landed
perfectly on the emu ball with a loud pop.
The emu ball burst its seams and was no more. ‘Hey! How can we play emu ball now?’ asked the
angry emus. ‘Your problem, not mine’ said the kangaroo as he bounced back into the scrub in search
of some tender grass shoots for his morning snack.
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A New Perspective
A man is driving his new sports car along a winding
mountain road. The wind is whistling through his hair and he
feels good about life. A young boy on the side of the road throws
a rock at his car. The outraged man stops his car and storms over
to the young boy. His muscles are clenched and his jaw is tight
form the seething tide of anger that is surging through him.
As he approaches, he notices the young boy is hurt, appears
to be in shock and has tears in his eyes. The young boy says, “I’m
so sorry I threw that rock at your car sir. We’ve had an accident and my mum is trapped in the
car at the bottom of the hill. It was the only way I could think of to get you to stop and help us.”
The Donkey And The Well
One day a donkey was walking along watching a butterfly flit in the sunshine when he fell
down an old well. The farmer came to investigate the noise the donkey was making and was
dismayed to learn it had fallen down the well. He thought for a long time, but could not see any
way to rescue the donkey from the well.
After a while he concluded:





The donkey would be missed, but the farmer could survive without him;
The donkey would smell very bad if left to die at the bottom of the well;
The well had dried up and was quite dangerous; and
The best solution would be to fill the well with dirt as this would stop the terrible smell from
the soon to be dead donkey and would make the well safe.

That afternoon the farmer and his neighbours began to fill the well with dirt. They chatted
about life and the weather as they threw shovel after shovel of dirt
into the well.
At first the donkey was outraged by the insult and the decision the
farmer had made. His outrage increased with each clod of dirt and the
pain it made as it hit him on the back. Then the donkey realized that
the pain from the dirt hitting his back wasn’t going to kill him. He also
realized that if he shook his body, the dirt fell off, landed on the ground
and he could stand on it.
The farmers kept throwing dirt into the well and the donkey kept
shaking it off. Eventually the farmers were stunned to see the donkey’s
ears rising out of the filling well. When enough dirt was in the well, the donkey took a little hop
up and walked out of the well and back into the paddock.
The Woman And The Cookies
While a woman was waiting for her plane at London’s Heathrow Airport, she purchased a
package of English shortbread cookies. Making her way to a seating area, she carefully arranged
her luggage and was getting settled when a man approached and indicated by pleasant gesture
that he would like to occupy the seat next to her. She nodded and he sat down.
After a few moments, the woman decided to eat some of the cookies she had purchased, and
she reached down to get them. As she opened the package, she noticed the man beside her
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watching with great interest. She took the first cookie and began to eat when, to her great
surprise, the man reached over, smiling and took the second cookie.
The woman ate her cookie in stunned silence, astonished by the audacity of the man. After a
moment she determinedly reached for the third cookie, but no sooner had she taken it out of the
package than he, smiling and without a word, reached over and took the fourth. Her indignation
rose as back and forth they went in total silence, she taking a cookie, he taking a cookie, until
they reached the bottom of the package where the final cookie remained.
Without hesitation, the man reached over and took it,
broke it in half and cheerfully handed her one of the pieces.
The woman took her half of the cookie with an icy glare. After
finishing his half, the man stood, still smiling. With a polite
bow, he turned and walked away.
The woman could not believe that anyone could be so
arrogant and rude. She was extremely flustered and her
stomach was churning. Making her way back to the airport gift shop, she picked up a package of
antacid. As she opened her purchase to get the money to pay for it, she stopped short.
There in the bag was her unopened package of shortbread cookies.
The Traveller
One day a traveller was walking along a road on his journey from one village to another. As
he walked he noticed a tiny church beside the road. Standing on the steps was a priest. The
priest said “Hello” to the traveller and the traveller nodded back.
As the priest seemed friendly, the traveller turned to him and said, “Excuse me, would you
mind if I asked you a question?”
“It would be my pleasure to help you if I can”, replied the priest.
“I am travelling from the village in the south to the village in the north and I was wondering
if you knew what it was like in the village in the north?”
“Tell me,” said the priest. “What did you find was your experience of the village in the
south?”
“Awful,” replied the traveller. “I am so glad to be leaving. The people were rude and
unfriendly. They made no effort to be welcoming. Their houses were too cold and so was their
food. The people made no effort to consider my comfort at all. So tell me, what can I expect in
the village in the north?”
“I’m sorry to tell you,” said the priest, “but I think your experience in the village in the north
will be much the same.” The traveller signed, hung his head and trudged on.
A few hours later another traveller was journeying down the same road and he also came
upon the priest.
“Hello,” said the traveller.
“Hello,” said the priest.
“How are you on this beautiful sunny day?” asked the traveller.
“I’m well replied,” replied the priest. “Where are you going?”
“I’m leaving the village in the south and I’m on my way to the village in the north,” replied
the traveller. “Have you ever been there? Would you happen to know what it is like?”
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“I do,” replied the priest. “But first, tell me what you thought of the village in the south.”
“It was wonderful”, replied the traveller. “I was so reluctant to leave. The people were
welcoming and friendly. They made me feel as if I had always been a part of the village. They
took me into their homes and shared their lovely food with me. I made many friends in the short
time I was there and I will miss them all.”
“Well,” said the priest. “I think you will find the village to the north much the same.”
“Excellent and thank you for your time,” replied the traveller with a smile and a spring in his
step as he resumed his journey.
The Sailor
Many years ago there was a sailor who had travelled to many different countries in the
world. One day as he was sailing across the seas, he came upon an island and decided to rest
there for a while. He moored his boat and decided to look around. It was a beautiful scenic
jungle island that was serenely peaceful.
As the sailor rested against the trunk of a palm tree, he realized that he could, however, hear
a faint noise. He stood up and followed the sound of the noise until he came to a clearing. There
in the middle of the clearing was an old man sitting crossed legged on the ground.
The old man had his eyes closed and was chanting, “Mo, Mo, Mo” in long soft tones. The
sailor stood quietly and watched while the old man continued chanting “Mo, Mo, Mo”.
Eventually the sailor approached the old man and tapped him on the shoulder. The old man
turned slowly around and smiled.
“Forgive me for intruding”, said the sailor. “I have travelled to many
countries in the world and I think you are making a mistake. I think you
should be saying ‘Om, Om,Om.’”
“Oh,” said the old man, smiling. “Thank you so much” and he began to
chant, “Om, Om, Om.”
The sailor felt pleased and made his way back to his boat to resume
his journey. As he set sail and the island started to recede into the
distance, he felt a tap on his shoulder. When he turned he was very
surprised to see the old man from the island, who said, “Forgive me for interrupting your
journey. Could you please remind me again what it was that I should be chanting?”
The sailor, in a state of shock, said “Om, Om, Om.”
“Thank you so much,” said the old man as he turned and walked back across the water to the
island.
The Dragon And The Giant Green Watermelon
Many years ago in the hills of Patagonia there was a village. Its inhabitants were starving.
They lived in abject fear of a dragon that they had seen in their fields and they would not go to
harvest their crops.
One day a handsome young knight came to the village on his way to take part in the
crusades. He asked for food and shelter. The villagers explained there was none because they
were afraid of the dragon. The knight was brave and offered to slay the dragon. When he arrived
at the fields he couldn’t see a dragon, only a large watermelon. So he returned to the village and
said, “You have nothing to fear; there is no dragon, only a large watermelon.” The villagers were
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angry at the knight’s refusal to understand their fear and threw
rocks at him until he left the village.
Some weeks later another knight came to the village. Again,
when he asked for food he was told about the dragon. He too was
brave and offered to kill the dragon. When he arrived at the fields
he also saw the giant watermelon and returned to the village to
tell the villagers that they were mistaken about the dragon – they
need have no fear of a giant watermelon. They also threw rocks at him until he left the village.
More time passed and the villagers were desperately hungry. One day a third knight
appeared. He could see how desperate they were and promised he would slay the dragon so
that they could go the fields to harvest their crops. When he got to the field he too saw the giant
watermelon. He reflected for a moment, then drew his sword, leaped into the field, and hacked
the watermelon to pieces. He returned to the villagers and told them he had killed their dragon.
They were overjoyed. The knight stayed in the village for many months, long enough to teach
the villagers the difference between dragons and watermelons.
The Farmer
A thousand year old story from India. A farmer who has only one horse to pull his plough
and the horse runs away. His neighbours say ‘That’s terrible’. The farmer says ‘maybe’.
The next day he comes back with 2 horses. His neighbours
say ‘That’s wonderful’. The farmer says ‘maybe’.
His son tries to break the horses and ends up breaking his
own leg. ‘Oh, that’s horrible the neighbours say. The farmer
says ‘maybe’.
The next day the army shows up to take all the men to war,
but they can’t take the injured son. Now the neighbours say
‘Oh, you’re so lucky’.
What do you think the farmer says? “Maybe”
Good luck, bad luck, who knows?
The Fisherman And The Businessman
A fisherman was lying on a beautiful beach, with his fishing pole propped up in the sand and
his solitary line cast out into the sparkling blue sea. He was enjoying the warmth of the
afternoon sun, the sound of the waves gently lapping at the sand and the prospect of catching a
fish for his supper.
A businessman came walking down the beach, trying to relieve some of the stress of his
work day. He noticed the fisherman sitting on the beach and decided to find out why he was
fishing instead of working harder to make a living for himself and his family. “You aren’t going
to catch many fish that way,” said the businessman to the fisherman. “You should be working
rather than lying on the beach!”
The fisherman looked up at the businessman, smile and replied, “And what will my reward
be?”
“Well, you can get bigger nets and catch more fish!” was the businessman’s answer.
“And then what will my reward be?” asked the fisherman, still smiling.
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The businessman replied, “You will make money and you’ll be able to buy a boat, which will
then result in larger catches of fish.”
“And then what will my reward be?” asked the fisherman again.
The businessman was beginning to get a little irritated with
the fisherman’s questions. “You can buy a bigger boat, and hire
some people to work for you,” he said.
“And then what will my reward be?” repeated the
fisherman.
The businessman was getting angry. “Don’t you
understand? You can build up a fleet of fishing boats, sail all over the world, and let your
employees catch fish for you!”
Once again the fisherman asked, “And then what will my reward be?”
The businessman was red with rage and shouted at the fisherman, “Don’t you understand
that you can become so rich that you will never have to work for your living again! You can
spend all the rest of your days sitting on this beach, looking at the sunset. You won’t have a care
in the world!”
The fisherman, still smiling, looked up and said, “And what do you think I’m doing right
now?”
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Chapter 8 - Memory Strategies

W

hen you give a presentation you can present
from memory, use a script or a combination of
both. People come to hear you speak, not to
hear you read, so it is best to attempt to minimise the use of
notes if possible. Presentations also lose a lot of their ‘energy’
if you read as some of your natural voice inflections are lost.
Even if you decide to rely on a script, it is a great idea to
remember the first few minutes of your presentation as that
will help you to connect with your audience and overcome
nerves.

Using A Script
If you decide to use a script or paper as an aid to your speech, there are some simple things
you can do to make it easier for yourself (and to ensure you don’t get caught in the trap of just
reading the words):


As mentioned above, try to remember the first few minutes of your presentation.



If the notes are just for you (and not as an audience hand-out), then write as you would
speak.



Have your speech typed in double-spacing with numbered pages and a wide left hand
margin for notes.



In the left hand margin place all your ‘prompts’, i.e., when to use first overhead, what
slide is coming up, emphasis etc. I also put timing in the margin so I know where I
should be up to by 10 minutes, 20 minutes etc.



Highlight key words or phrases so that a simple glance will help you find where you are
up to. Do not highlight everything as that defeats the purpose and will cause more stress
if you forget where you are up to.



Rehearsal is one of the best ways to minimise your reliance upon a script.



Rather than use written notes I tend to use the ‘notes pages’ on the PowerPoint slides.
The things it is important for me to remember are put as bullet points in the notes and
printed for when I give the presentation. It is much easier for me to quickly find the
matching PowerPoint slide if I have forgotten what comes next, than it is to find the page
I am up to in a paper. The PowerPoint notes pages also let me easily divide my time for
the presentation as I average 2 to 3 minutes per slide.

If you forget where you are up to … don’t worry … just look at your audience, smile and then
walk to your notes and find where you are up to. The audience won’t mind the slight pause.

Memorising Your Speech
It is an exceptional speaker who can remember their entire presentation the first time they
give it, especially if the presentation runs for several hours or days. If you are going to speak
mostly from memory, then rehearsal is helpful. The more thought you put into structuring your
presentation in a logical manner, the easier it will be for you to remember what to say next. The
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brain loves logical connections (and stories), so anything you can do to make your presentation
more logical will help you.
Some presenters use visual memory aids to help them remember presentations. The process
for using these aids is as follows:




Break your presentation into idea chunks.
Imagine a picture (related and funny is the best sort) for each idea chunk.
Join the chunk pictures together as a story and remember the story.

For example, assume I am presenting on proper nutrition to teenage rowers. I want to start
my presentation with the food pyramid, followed by the food necessary for growth, then the
food for training and lastly the food for race days. My mental story would go something like this
… I would imagine seeing a huge pyramid made out of food in a rowing boat … as the boat
moves down the river the pyramid grows bigger (growth) … then the boat with the pyramid
inside it floats beneath a train bridge with multiple trains going over it (training) and on the
other side of the train bridge the pyramid suddenly finds itself in the middle of a race for its life.
When I am presenting, I will quickly run through this story in my head to remind me of the next
topic area I will be talking about.
The funnier and more emotive I can make my story, the better my chances are of
remembering it when I give the presentation.
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Chapter 9 - Presentation Skills

R

esearch has shown that communication is made
up of three components being:

1. Verbal component - the words you use;
2. Vocal (tonality) component - how you use
your voice; and
3. Visual component - what people see of your face and
body.

Research by Prof Mehrabian of UCLA has shown that these
three components contribute to the communicator’s
believability in the following proportions:

Visual
55%

Vocal
38%

Verbal
7%

Amazingly, 93% of believability is in how you say it not what you say!
This chapter examines the three components of communication in terms of the best things
to do in presentations.

Verbal Communication Skills (7% Of Your Message)
Your verbal communication consists of both your intentional (the words you mean to say)
and your non-intentional (the stuff that slips out) verbal communication.

Intentional Verbal Communication
Although the words you use only account for 7% of your communication message during a
presentation, it is still worth putting some effort into which words you choose. The wrong
words can get an audience offside and make it difficult for you to regain rapport with them.
When speaking with your audience use language that is appropriate for them, their
positions and their level of education. I am not suggesting that, for example, you speak to a
teenage audience using the latest ‘in’ catch phrases. What I am suggesting is that you never
speak down to your audience or use language or terms that they won’t understand. If you are
not speaking to a technical audience (and probably even if you are), avoid using jargon and
acronyms unless you are 100% sure that the meaning will be clear to the audience or you
explain it first.
Be inclusive with your language. It is always better to use the word ‘we’ rather than the
word ‘I’.
You may also wish to consider whether to include humour in your presentations. It is
wonderful to include humour because learning should be fun and audiences who are having fun
are attentive. I have used humour both successfully and dreadfully in my career as a presenter.
Here are the things I have learned:
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The best humour is that which is relevant and appropriate to your audience … but never
at your audience’s expense. If you are speaking, for example, to a room full of lawyers
then don’t tell a lawyer joke, it won’t be appreciated. They will, however, laugh heartily
at a joke about a difficult client or a joke about another profession.



If you don’t tell jokes well, then tell a funny story instead.



Anecdotal humour (your own stories) is the best humour because it is always in your
memory, the audience has not heard it and it ‘humanises’ you and makes you likeable.



If you don’t feel comfortable with humour, or it isn’t appropriate, aim instead to be light
hearted. Few events in life are so serious that humour cannot be injected into them.
When Ronald Reagan was shot, he reportedly said to his doctors” Please assure me that
you are all Republicans.”

If you have a humorous commercial break every seven minutes you will give your audience
a chance to digest what you have been saying. Remember that you’re competing with all the
media from which your audience expects a good mix of entertainment and information.

Unintentional Verbal Communication
What do I mean by ‘unintentional’ verbal communication? I mean those words or sounds
you make when your brain needs thinking time and your voice fills in the space. They are the
umms, errs, ahhhs. They also include the “right”, “you know” and “OK?”
Some speakers utter more than 20 “ums” per minute! If you are one of these presenters, you
can be sure that some percentage of your audience has stopped listening and is now counting.
Fortunately as soon as they are brought to our attention, we can almost always eliminate
them from our speech. You can easily identify your unintentional filler by standing in front of a
mirror and speaking about a topic or watching a video of your presentation.
A technique I used when I first started eliminating them from my speech was to imagine that
I was talking to an audience of friends as we rarely use unintentional fillers when we are talking
to our friends. The other thing I did was to start ‘telling stories’ about ideas rather than trying to
use exact words. As soon as I started telling stories to my ‘friends’ about the topic I spoke much
more clearly and smoothly.

Appealing To The Audience’s Preferred Method Of Learning
When we choose which words we will use with our audience, it helps if we are aware of the
four different ways in which people learn. There are four ways in which people learn and
process information (known as representational systems). They are visual (images), auditory
(sound), kinaesthetic (feeling or doing) and auditory digital (self talk).

Pictures
(Visual)

Sounds
(Auditory)

Feelings
(Kinaesthetic)
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Self talk
(Auditory digital)
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Although most of us can use any of these four methods we tend to have one we prefer,
known oddly enough as a preferred representational system. People with the same preferred
representational system tend to share similar traits as follows when it comes to communicating
and learning:
Visual









Creates and sees
pictures
Approximately
60% of
population
Learn and
memorise by
associating
images with ideas
Have to see
something to
capture their
attention
Not easily
distracted by
noise

Auditory









Hears sounds
Approximately
20% of
population (when
combined with
auditory digital)
Learn and
memorise by
hearing
information
sequentially
Usually like music
and talking on the
phone
Respond to
sounds

Kinaesthetic








Experiences
feelings internally
and externally
Approximately
20% of the
population
Learn and
memorise by
doing
Something has to
'feel right' for
them to be
interested

Auditory digital









Listens to self talk
internally
Approximately
20% of
population (when
combined with
auditory)
Are interested in
things when they
'make sense'
Secondary
interpretation of
information
Talk to
themselves about
events and their
meaning

As your audience will be composed of people across all learning styles, it is helpful if your
presentation techniques appeal to all four methods. How do you do that? Well one of the ways
you can achieve it is to use a variety of arm and hand movements:




Visual people like arm movements above chest level
Auditory people like arm movements around chest level
Kinaesthetic people like arm movements below chest level

Another way you can be sure to appeal to all methods of learning in the audience is to vary
the words or phrases you would normally use and replace them with words and phrases from
different preferred learning styles.
To appeal to all members of the audience, aim to mix up the words you use to describe
things from the following columns. Do the same things with the phrases shown on the next page.
You will tend to use the words and phrases from your preferred representational system. It is
more appealing to people from other representational systems, if you use words and phrases
that are appealing to them as well.
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Preferred Representational System Words
The following table contains words that are common to each representational system.
Visual

Auditory

Kinaesthetic

Auditory Digital

appear

all ears

catch on

change

clear

deaf

concrete

chart progress

crystal

dissonance

feel

conceive

dawn

harmonise

feel out

consider

envision

hear

grasp

criteria

focused

listen

get a handle

decide

foggy

make music

get hold of

distinct

hazy

question

hard

experience

illuminate

resonate

harsh

know

imagine

rings a bell

make contact

learn

look

silence

sense

makes sense

picture

sound(s)

sensitive

motivate

reveal

tune in/out

solid

perceive

see

unhearing

tap into

plan

show

throw out

process

view

touch

sensible

watch

turn around

steps
think
understand
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Preferred Representational System Phrases
The following table contains phrases that are common to each representational system.
Visual
An eyeful
Appears to me
Bird’s eye view
Catch a glimpse of
Caught my eye
Clear cut
Easy on the eyes
Eye candy
Eyes on the prize
Flashed on
From another
perspective
Get the big picture
Hazy notion
Horse of a different
colour
In light of
In person
In view of
Just looking
Laid eyes on
Look at it this way
Look into it
Look it over
Looks like
Make a scene
Mental image
Mind’s eye
More than meets the
eye
Naked eye
Paint a picture
Picture worth a 1,000
words
Saw it coming
See what you’re saying
See to it
Short sighted
Sight for sore eyes
Take a peek
Tunnel vision
Under your nose
Vantage point

Auditory
Blabbermouth
Clear as a bell
Call on
Earful
Falls on deaf ears
Grant an audience
Hear me out
Hearsay
Hear what I’m saying
Heard it all
Heard it through the
grapevine
Hidden message
Hold your tongue
I hear you
Idle chatter
Keynote speaker
Listen to this
Listen up
Loud and clear
Love the sound of that
Matter of speaking
Pitch perfect
Power of speech
Rings true
Sound bytes
Sounds good
Tattle-tale
Tongue-tied
Tuned in/tuned out
Unheard of
Voiced an opinion
Within earshot
Within hearing
distance

Kinaesthetic
All washed up
Boils down to
Chip off the old block
Come to grips with
Control yourself
Cool, calm, collected
Feel where I’m coming
from?
Firm foundations
Get a handle on
Get a load of this
Get a sense of things
Get over it
Get the drift
Gut feeling
Hang in there
Have a feeling
Heated argument
Hold it!
Hold on!
Hot-head
Jump on in
Keep in touch
Keep your shirt on
Lay cards on table
On the other hand
Pain in the neck
Pull some strings
Sharp as a tack
Sink your teeth into
Slipped my mind
Smooth operator
So-so
Start from scratch
Stiff upper lip
Stuffed shirt
Topsy-turvy
Underhanded
Warm and fuzzy
You feel me?
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Auditory Digital
According to
Afterthought
Clearly expressed
Compared to
Describe in detail
Give an account of
Figure of speech
Fits the criteria
Good point
Inner-voice
Inquire into
Know-how
Listen to myself
Mental note
On second thoughts
Pay attention to
Pros and cons
Relatively speaking
So to speak
State your purpose
To tell the truth
Utterly
Verbatim
Well informed
Word for word
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Vocal (Tonal) Communication Skills (38% Of Your Message)
How you say the words you use in a presentation accounts for 38% of your credibility.
Which is the more exciting person to listen to; one using a monotone, disinterested voice or one
using an enthusiastic, inflected voice?
Neil Gunther in his book, ‘The Art of Effective Speaking’ states that vocal quality involves
clarity, projection, resonance, pace, pause, pitch, tune, tone, phrasing, fluency, emphasis, and
rhythm. All these things help to make your presentation more enjoyable and believable.
Some things I have learned about vocal communication skills over the years are:


The pause or the break between ideas is a glorious presentation technique. It lets the
audience distil ideas and be ready for the next topic.



If you can put variety in to your voice with volume, tone, speed etc your audience will
respond with delight.



Being brave enough to include some emotion in your presentation will help you to get
the tonal variety you are seeking to make your presentation more interesting. If you
don’t feel you can put emotion into the presentation, then at least bring your enthusiasm
and passion for the topic with you.



Breathing from the chest and practicing a low hum before you walk to the microphone
or the front of the room are great ways to help you project your voice to the last row in
the room.



If you are a slow, deliberate speaker, train yourself to increase your speed. Average
presentation speech speed is 80 to 120 words per minute (wpm) but you can think at
speeds of 400 wpm. If your speech is too slow, your audience will be ‘off doing their
shopping’.

It is helpful if your tonality matches the culture you are presenting to. For example, in the
Western world a question will generally inflect up at the end of the sentence. If you are speaking
to a Western audience and you inflect up at the end of a statement, the audience will be
bewildered by whether they were being told information or being asked a question.
The arrows indicate the tone of voice used and its corresponding effect on a Western
audience.
Word

Word

Word

=

Question

Word

Word

Word

=

Statement

Word

Word

Word

=

Command
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Visual Presentation Skills (55%)
The most important part of your presentation is what you do with your face and body.
We’re going to look at:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Eye contact
Posture and movement
Facial expressions and gestures
Dress

1. Eye Contact
Expressions such as: “Don’t trust him he’s got shifty eyes”;
“Look me in the eye and say that!”; “Look at me when I’m talking
to you!” all emphasize the importance of our eyes. These
‘windows to the soul’ are our most important communication
asset.
Reaction with your eyes enhances your credibility but the
audience has to see them! Eye contact for two to three seconds is
the minimum needed to effect personal communication with an
individual in the audience. If you shift your contact more rapidly than that you can end up
looking ‘shifty’. If you have a large audience, make eye contact with groups of people, rather
than individuals.
The people it is easiest to forget are the people in the front row of the audience. Remember
to share your eye contact with them even though it might mean you are looking down for a few
seconds at a time.

2. Posture And Movement
Good communicators project energy through their stance and movement. If you are looking
energetic and enthusiastic, the audience will feel the same way about your presentation.
The best stance to convey energy and enthusiasm is the ‘presenter stance’. This is where
you should start all your presentations. You should stand front on facing the audience with your
feet hip width apart and your arms held loosely at the side. Lean slightly forward on the balls of
your feet and have a smile on your face. This conveys the impression of enthusiasm,
engagement and makes you look like you are comfortable with your subject matter and the
audience.
I have found it increases my comfort level and enhances my rapport with the audience if I
can get out from behind the lectern and stand in front of the audience or even occasionally join
them. If you decide to join the audience, try not to do it for longer than 10 seconds at a time as
people don’t like having their backs to the presenter.
If you move on the stage, endeavour to do so freely. Make your movements natural and try
not to pace, or rock in place on one of your feet. Make your arm movements as natural as
possible and minimise standing with your arms crossed or your hands in your pockets.
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3. Facial Expressions And Gestures
Be natural and open with your facial expressions and gestures. When we are under pressure
we tend to have unnatural expressions or gestures, such as biting the
lip, twirling the ring or wristwatch, playing with fingernails, jingling
coins, etc. The best ways to pick up on these distracting habits is to
video yourself or ask a friend to watch you speak.
The most important facial expression is a smile. Simply putting a
smile behind your eyes is sufficient to lift your cheek muscles and
brighten your facial expression. It also acts as a tonic for nerves.

4. Dress
First impressions are important. It is easier to get an audience’s good opinion from the start
then it is to attempt to change an initial poor opinion. I have learned the hard way that
audiences notice (and comment on) your clothing if they think you are poorly dressed … but
they notice you and your content when you are smartly dressed.
When it comes to what to wear to a presentation I follow a few simple rules:







Make sure what you are wearing is appropriate and comfortable. You already have
enough to worry about during a presentation without also worrying about your clothing.
Check that your clothes are in order before the presentation. This means that your shirt
is tucked in, your zips are done up, no underwear is showing, your tie is straight and
your jewellery isn’t going to dangle and clank. Something amiss with your clothing will
be enough to distract up to 20% of your audience.
I always aim to be at least as well dressed as my audience. It is not a good idea for a
presenter (unless you own one of the world’s largest software companies) to dress more
casually than your audience. I will always wear a jacket and then remove it when I arrive
if it will be too formal for the audience.
Make sure that whatever you are wearing is suitable for any audio visual equipment you
may need to attach. In particular, does your clothing allow somewhere to hang the
battery pack and is there somewhere to attach the microphone.
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Chapter 10 - Handling Questions

U

nless I am giving a very short presentation (15
minutes or less), I always build in time for
questions. Question time is a very important part
of your talk. It enables the audience to challenge you, to clarify
points and to touch on other relevant areas you may have
missed. It also enables you to build rapport with your
audience, to receive feedback and to expand your own
knowledge.
As a new presenter the thought of question time used to
terrify me. I was always worried that I wouldn’t be able to answer a question from the audience.
Now I have been presenting for a long time I think differently … I know that there will be
questions from the audience that I will not be able to answer and I am OK with that. Each time I
get asked a question I cannot answer, I know that I have been handed the opportunity to
improve the presentation the next time I give it and to touch upon that question myself. I have
also experienced first-hand that neither the world ends nor does the audience leave the room if
I cannot answer a question.

Pre-Empting Questions
Often you will know that an audience is going to ask a particular question about your topic.
Rather than waiting for the question to be asked, I will often pre-empt the question by saying
something like, “And I guess you are probably wondering what will happen if ….” or “I know
many of you are currently thinking …”. Audiences love these statements as it shows them that
you are thinking about them and their experience of the presentation.
The other advantage is that you get to deal with the information in a way and from an angle
that suits you.

Setting The Policy For Questions
Before I give any presentation I will outline with either the audience or the chairperson my
preference for taking questions, i.e. either on the way through or at the end of the topic. My
preference is always to answer questions as I move through the presentation as I believe this
helps the audience to understand one chunk of information before they move onto the next.
When I am preparing the presentation I will always build in time for questions (and
audience banter). Although they are not strictly ‘content’, they are both great ways to build
audience rapport and enjoyment of the presentation. In an hour presentation, I would allow 10
or 15 minutes for questions.
I have also come to understand from experience that some audiences tend to ask a lot of
questions and some tend to ask none depending upon the size of the audience and the type of
conference. Because of this I will sometimes have a few questions set aside myself to ask the
audience if they don’t ask me any.
Oh and the golden rule is of course … make sure you have prepared answers to the
questions you know you will be asked.
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Asking For Questions
Knowing that most presentations will have time for questions, how do you go about asking
for questions? The best way is to make eye contact with your audience and then sincerely and
warmly ask them if they have any questions. (Do not start packing up while you do this … unless
you really don’t want to be asked questions).
If no questions are forthcoming, you could try asking the audience if any of them have any
experience with the matters you discussed and would like to share their experience. While they
might be reluctant to acknowledge that they didn’t understand something, they may be happy to
share a story with the rest of the audience.

What To Do When You Are Asked A Question
So you have called for questions … and you’ve received one. What’s next? There are a few
simple steps to follow:






Listen carefully and jot down key words if the question is complex. Many questions are
actually multiple questions.
Repeat the question. This enables everyone in the audience to hear the question, you to
clarify that you have heard the question properly (you will usually say something like,
“So if I understand you correctly, you are asking …”) and give you a chance to think
about what the answer might be.
Be concise with your answers and involve the audience by eye contact (25% to the
questioner and 75% to the audience).
Never ever denigrate a question or questioner. Regardless of what you think of either
the question or the questioner, respond with respect. If you don’t, you risk getting your
entire audience offside.

When you are answering the question, do so in a warm and appreciative way. You could
even start by saying, “Thank you for the question’’ or “Good question”.

Handling Difficult Questions
You know before you start some presentations that you are going to get difficult questions.
Sometimes they are difficult from a technical perspective (hard to work out what the answer
might be). Sometimes they are difficult because they are ‘what if’ questions about scenarios that
are unlikely to happen. Sometimes they are difficult to answer because the questioner is
aggressive or the situation as a whole is unpleasant.
What I have learned from cold, hard experience is that if you do not know the answer to a
question do not attempt to bluff your way through or make one up. It will come back to bite you
and wreck your credibility. I suggest telling the questioner it is a great question and then either:



Offering to research the answer and get back to them (make sure you do).
Offering to talk to them about it after the presentation as you would prefer to think the
answer through rather than giving one ‘off the cuff’ which mightn’t be 100% accurate.

If the question is not appropriate for most of the audience, offer to speak privately with the
questioner at the end of the presentation.
What if the questioner is rambling? Ramblers who go on and one with their ‘question’ can be
dealt with by glancing at the audience to ensure you have their support, politely putting your
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hand up in a ‘stop’ position, and interjecting by saying, “Please, there are other questions
waiting, could you put your question in a single sentence?”
Some questioners are just looking for a debate (nice way of putting it). Debates in question
time don’t usually end well for one or the other party. The best rule is not to enter into a twoway dialogue with a questioner. This is unfair to others waiting. Offer to discuss the issue
privately later.
When a questioner asks a taunting or hostile question, you will need time to think, keep
calm and in control. Ask the person their workplace or name (disarms them) or paraphrase the
question (gives you time to formulate the answer) and, if feasible, move closer to the person
when giving your answer (entering their personal space disarms them). Always treat them with
respect and respect their right to have a different opinion from yourself and others. Always
answer sincerely and do not forget eye contact with the rest of the audience. Asking the person
how they would solve the problem may also defuse the issue. If this fails, ask the audience if
they feel the same way. In most cases the audience is on your side and will ask the person to be
quiet. Finally, a glance to the chairperson should invoke their intervention.
What if you get asked a hypothetical question? It’s really your call. If I don’t think it is
appropriate for the rest of the audience or it is something that would be contentious and lead to
a debate, I say, “I prefer not to speculate.”

Traps To Avoid When Handling Questions
There are some things it is best to avoid (if you can) during question time. Here are the
things I suggest you attempt to avoid when handling questions:


Not repeating the question. Always repeat the question (paraphrasing is fine); it saves a
lot of time and energy.



Answering too quickly. Pause for a moment before delivering your answer so it seems as
if you’ve thought about it. When you answer too quickly or cut someone off before they
finish, you run the risk of coming across as a know-it-all.



Making up an answer.



Over answering.



Letting one person hog the show.



Looking away from the questioner.



Pointlessly sparring with the questioner. This is not a pitfall, it’s a landmine.



Enduring a long-winded questioner: “In recognition of our time constraints, let me jump
in here and answer that …”
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Chapter 11 - Presentation Room Set Up

T

he ‘feeling’ in a presentation and the outcome you
get from it can (strangely enough) be impacted by
the way the presentation room is set up. Wherever
possible I attempt to arrange presentation rooms so that the
space is just big enough to contain the audience (big empty
spaces let minds wander) and everyone can easily see the
presenter and any audio visuals. I also encourage people to sit
near the front as it is easier to create rapport.
Before longer presentations I will also check lighting and
temperature controls to ensure my audience will be comfortable.

Room Layouts
Before any presentation you should check the room where you will be presenting. Things to
check for include whether:


the audio visual equipment you need is there (and working).



the seats for the audience are arranged in the way you want.



the audience will be able to see your visuals.



there is a glass of water for you if you are speaking for an extended time.



there is any glare that might interfere with the visual aids.



the seating arrangement is conducive to creating the type of environment you are
seeking for your presentation. For example, it is more difficult for people to work in
groups when they are sitting in rows.

Theatre Style Seating
Theatre style seating has
one big aisle down the
middle, a stage or podium at
the far end and seats in
symmetrical halves that go
several rows deep. Some of
your energy is lost with
theatre-style seating
because you directly face
large, empty centre aisles.

Screen

Table

Wall chart

Stage

Resource table

Water

Door
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Crescent Theatre Seating With Side Aisles
This is an appropriate set up for keynote
or general session presentations to large
audiences. Because of the curvature of the
rows, all participants can easily face you
without craning their necks. No energy is lost
in this setup because there is no centre aisle.
Participants in the middle seats receive the
brunt of your energy while those on the left
and right wing are often no less involved.
The difficulty with this arrangement arises if you want to get off the platform and walk
through the audience as there is nowhere for you to move. The best you can do is walk along the
front row. It is also difficult for audience members to reach middle seats and late arrivals tend to
stand up the back of the room rather than try for empty middle seats.

Classroom Style
Classroom style is reminiscent of rooms in your school classes. There may be one centre
aisle or several aisles between rows of desks or tables. If tables are used, there may be one or
more participants at each table. Classroom style can be effective with groups of up to 100. For
audiences of more than 100 people, effectiveness depends on the skill of the presenter and the
factors related to room dynamics. Classroom can be a good arrangement where you expect
people to write or perform activities by themselves or pairs rather than in larger groups.
If you are working in a classroom style set up and wish for people to work in groups; you
can encourage people in one row to turn around and interact with the row behind them for the
duration of the activity.
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Herringbone Classroom Style
All participants are directly facing the
presenter and can easily view participants
across the aisle. This setup facilitates greater
audience participation and louder laughs
because participants can clearly see each other.

Standard U-Shaped Seating
With this configuration, the presenter is situated at the opening part of a U. In a banquet
situation, participations might be seated inside the U. After dinner, they would have to turn their
chairs to face the presenter. In a strict classroom seminar, the inner portion of the U is often left
open so that all participants can at least indirectly face the presenter without having to turn
their chairs. The underlying premise in the U shape is that everyone is important, there is
significant work to be done, and participation is widely encouraged. The coveted positions are
at the bottom centre of the U, although a wise presenter can help all participants feel as if they
have a good seta by frequently roaming in the middle of the U. No more than 150 people should
be seated in such configurations. For presentations of any length, less than 40 and as few as 20
seats are advisable.

Hollow Square
Like the standard U-shape with the top filled in to form a square. There may be a presenter,
moderator, or group leader at the top centre. There is no seating inside the square. This
arrangement is often popular for board meetings during which all participants have a vital stake
in the outcome of an organization.
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Classroom Boardroom Seating
Participants are seated at an oval or oblong table, or at a set of tables arranged in an oval or
oblong fashion. The presenter is usually in the centre of one of the long sides. Closed boardroom
seating gives participants a feeling of intimacy, although those seated on the long sides cannot
easily see many of the attendees. Boardroom-style meeting encourage quick bouts of
participation. Often, other meeting participants are seated within the room away from an oval
or oblong table set up. A speaker at such gatherings will usually stand so as to be more easily
heard and seen by others. Such presentations tend to be relatively brief, in the order of three to
five minutes. The set-up is not appropriate for sessions any longer than 8 to 10 minutes.

O-Type Set Up
Similar to the hollow square – an octagonal arrangement ensuring that each participant can
see all other participants. Such arrangements are conducive to meetings including 8, 16 or 24
people.
Speaker

Wall
chart

In The Rounds
This term refers to people seated at round tables of 6 to 12 participants who will eat
preceding or succeeding a speaker. When it’s time for the presentation, at least one-third up to
one-half of the participants will have to turn their chairs to see the speaker. Such presentations
tend to be shorter than those offered in theatre or classroom arrangements.
This arrangement is excellent when you want participants to interact with each other during
your presentation.
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Screen

Table

Wall
chart

Stage

Wat
er

Resource table

Door

Use Of Microphones
There are commonly four types of microphones:


stand;



lectern;



lapel-wired; and



lapel-radio.

Use microphones whenever there is doubt that the venue is too large for your voice. If you
have the choice of the stand, lectern or lapel, choose the lapel as it gives you the freedom to
move.
During a break when the venue is empty:


check the battery is fully charged;



check the microphone type, position and volume; and



check on/off switch and then ensure the microphone is turned off until you begin your
presentation, particularly if you still have to visit the bathroom.

During the talk:


speak towards and above the microphone and at a distance that voids the ‘p’ and ‘s’
emphasis;



do not speak with head turned away from microphone; and



remember lapel microphones are best worn as close as possible to your throat but avoid
areas where clothing may rub.
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Chapter 11 - Conclusion

A

fter many years of presenting I have learned that
every presentation provides a new challenge and
many rewarding benefits. When I first started I
would choose to hone a new skill each time I presented and
slowly but surely I ended up with a bag full of tricks I can now
call on in any situation.
I also learned that just about anything can go wrong … and
will at one stage or another … from power failures to the most
embarrassing clothing malfunctions. But whatever happens, if
you respond with good humour and the ability to laugh at yourself, the audience will still love
what you have to say and ask you back for more.
Presenting is one of the most rewarding and fulfilling things I have ever done in my life. It
has brought me closer to so many wonderful people whom I would never otherwise have met.
I hope it brings you equal joy and rewards.
Warm wishes
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